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Abstract 
In this article we will try to analyse how Turkic number symbolism was based. Since symbolic meaning of numbers have 
connotative meaning and they are absolutely different from its initial meaning, we tried to find out what were the main reasons 
for establishment of those symbols. As symbols have transferred meaning it was considered several factors which could influence 
on appearance of those symbolic meanings.  This article surveyed factors as religion and mythology, considering them as initial 
steps of national consciousness creation. Hence it was given the evolutional history of religion and mythology peculiar to Turkic 
cultures. In conclusion it is given possible causes on comprehension of symbolic numbers taking into consideration religious and 
mythological consciousness.  
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1. Introduction 
Natural system itself requires from a man an ability to make some order of natural laws. Otherwise a man would 
not be able to survive in different parts of times and different seasons of the year. This ability of ordering things led 
us to an ability counting and doing calculations. The advanced way we use number system today and early 
introduction with them almost from kindergarten’s age made us to think that calculation and number system which 
we have today is an innate feature of a man. However, this is not really true. Numbers as language and writing went 
through several stages of development. Scientists divide human’s ability to two types: one-to-one accordance 
counting and abstraction systematic counting. The innate feature of a man is one-to-one accordance ability, whereas 
systematic abstraction counting requires from a man specific technique of counting method. This can be only 
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perceived by learning and practicing. Chrisomalis (2010) described this system as numerical notation. He pointed 
that numerical notation is an invented technology. Hence it may or may not be present in a society. One of the 
features of numerical notation is in its structure. Without having specific structure which consists form one base like 
10 and its sub-base like 5 the system cannot be referred to numerical notation. For example one-to-one 
correspondence which does not have these features cannot be considered as numerical notation (ibid p. 4). To above 
features we can add that the other feature of numerical notation is its abstraction feature, whereas one-to-one 
correspondence does not have this feature. As such when children learn to mathematics at elementary school they 
are learning to use abstracting process and ability. As soon as they master this skill, they will learn to use arithmetic 
laws easily. So this is one of the evidences that counting and using mathematics is not human’s innate feature. A 
man learns it as the way he learns other subjects at school as chemistry, biology and etc. But since the simplest 
arithmetical knowledge is important for daily life, we learn it in parallel with daily life situations. But even though 
we do not totally master counting as if it was our reflexive innate ability and we can still face some difficulties in 
solving simple arithmetic tasks. If so, then how a human does could come to this ability? It is obvious that this 
process was different in different cultures, because reasons for appearing of this process and conditions in which it 
was developed were different. So this is one of the most significant questions concerning number concept. How 
were we able to come to the numerical notation which we have today and how different was this evolution in 
different cultures? This question was considered by Conant (1910) and Smith & Karpinski (1911) and Dantzig 
(1930) and Cristoph (1968) and Menninger (1958) and Crump (1990) and Gazale (2000) and Chrisomalis (2010) 
and etc. The second question which is also interesting for scholar’s investigation is each culture’s own number 
concept. Numbers have uniqueness and universal features in it at the same time. As signs numbers can be analyzed 
from semiotic point as dyadic or two-part models of the sign (Saussure, 1983, p.67). A signifier the form which the 
sign takes and the signified the concept it represents. Accordingly it can be divided into two parts such as signifier 
and the signified. So we can accept numbers universality since the signified i.e. the concept it represents is the same 
everywhere. However we have to consider only its denotative meaning. Denotative meaning is the meaning which is 
bare from any other attached clichés, symbolic and figurative meaning. So in spite the fact that it sounds and signed 
differently in different cultures it has one general signified which is peculiar for all humankind. But the basis and 
consequent connotative meaning of numbers are different in different cultures. Hence number concept differs from 
one to other cultures. And that is what it makes interesting numbers for investigation: symbolic meaning of 
numbers. However symbolic meaning of numbers can be also considered of number concept. But usually its scope is 
so vast that it can be considered as one separate branch of number concept. This theme was written by scholars as 
such Hopper (1983) and  Ouaknin (2004) and Schimmel (1993) and Needham (1959) and  Bayley (2007) and etc.  
In this work our consideration will be mainly about Turkic symbolism. However, along with symbolism we 
attempted to trace general numerical notation process including its sign shape formation and lexical use. We will use 
data of above mentioned scholars in the sphere of number concept. When regarding number analysis in European 
countries we usually refer to its origins from Pythagorean theory, Philosophy, Christian Theory, Cabbalah, European 
mythology including folklore items and etc. So in comparison to nomadic culture numbers in European culture had 
been mainly associated with mysticism. By initial philosophers number is held to be the first principle, and 
arithmetic, accordingly, the key to cosmic secrets (Hopper, 1938). Pythagoreans considered numbers as the key for 
recognizing true divinity and meaning of whole cosmic regulation. This attitude to numbers increase great interest 
among people as some code, with which assistance a man can create harmony around him. In spite the fact that it is 
the same almost in all cultures, in comparison to Turkic cultures, it was not based scientifically. Pythagoras claimed 
that everything is a number which make great influence in both science and religion. If to consider that Greek 
science have been referred to the initial source of contemporary western science, then it is clear that it had to be so. 
Unlike Turkic culture number associations were derived from superstitious believes and the way they perceived the 
world. Also if to consider that Turkic culture does not have much written and systematic data it is really difficult to 
trace the real initial reasons for number symbols in Turkic culture, whereas in European culture it is much easier to 
give explanations to number concept and to trace why numbers have this or that association. Hence mainly analysis 
of Turkic number concepts will be based on folklore items and analysis of religious flows which could be the main 
source for cultural shape of that culture. And of course, Orientalists works dedicated to issues of Turkic culture will 
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2. Religion as a tool for knowing culture 
 
   Religions, as such, we understand today was not always the same as we perceive it. When we try to find out about 
one religion we try to find out its source, its initial foundational basis and etc. From history we know that religions 
were shaped, developed, some of them become extinct; some began to be popular and extended very fast and etc. 
But it is undeniable fact, that any time in any culture there was always the part of religion. In other words we can 
say that religion was what people believed for. In our research we are not going to judge or give evaluation to that or 
this religion. But we have to admit that the religion of people’s believe, even if it was in primitive way as 
mythological belief of world construction or later more developed and systematized belief in creator, was one of the 
key factor how people shaped the world around them. From history we can see numerous examples when 
conversion from one religion to the second made enormous changes to whole culture of one whole nation. Hence 
without knowledge of one’s culture religious history chronology, we will not be able to analyse definite culture. 
Hence in this part we will try to reveal what kind of religions co-existed in the Central Asia and how it influenced on 
the way people created their culture. The same analysis we will try to do with English, culture which has mainly 
derived from European general culture. When we try to find out and analyse Turkic religious belief we face more 
complicated circumstance, than when we compare European culture. The main reason for this the historical fact the 
Central Asia and Turkic people had experienced several believes almost in one time, and one can find traces of all 
main religious believes either with archaeological proof, either historical documented data. Although most of us 
know that due to the Silk Way trading road and its geographical situation in the middle of the West and the East it 
was centre for mix of different cultures, we have to know when and where and how this mixture took place, since 
this knowledge can assist us in analysing the symbolic formation of numbers. At first, we can give the list of main 
religions which had dominant roles in the Central Asia: Zoroastrianism, Manichean, Buddhism, and Christianity as 
Nestorian religion, Tangrism, and Islam in the last stage. It seems like we have listed all religions which a man can 
list. For us it is important historical existence order and each religion’s spreading process. However since the 
territory of the Turkic people was very vast and today they had spread to even greater territory, we will give only the 
list for religions which were active in current Kazakhstan’s territory. Consequently there will not be included 
Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, and southern parts of Asia as Iran and India. Buddhism had played great role in the 
Central Asia beginning from the final centuries B.C. and during the greater part of the first millennium A.D. 
Buddhism only ceased to play an important role in the region from the end of the eighth century, after the arrival of 
Islam, and in the northern region of Central Asia (in Semirechye) Buddhist religious centres were evidently still 
functioning as late as tenth centuries (Litvinsky , Guang-da, & Samghabadi 1996). The total quantity of Sanskrit 
works from East Turkestan and Central Asia can be counted to 5000 preserved items (ibid. p. 440).  Zoroastrianism 
in the form of Mazdaism was wide spread amongst Iranian, Sogdians, Middle Parthian and Middle Persian during 
second and seventh centuries. They worshipped fire and had cult of water. But there had not been found scripts or 
other archaeological evidences life place for fire worship in the territory of the Central Asia (ibid.  p.416). 
Manichean religion begins from the third century. Ant it was active almost till the end of approximately the tenth or 
eleventh century. There is even the list of the provisions which were delivered there. (ibid. p. 418). There is an old 
Tukic document which mention about Manichaen monasteries in tenth or eleventh centuries.  There have been found 
Manichean works in East Turkestan, which is southern part of contemporary Kazakhstan, in ancient Turkic, Chinese 
and Sogdian languages. Many of those works were the Sogdian copyists from Sogdian Manichean communities. 
Litvinsky (1996) pointed that: “Manichaeism played an important role in the ideological life of Central Asia right up 
to the time of the Arab conquest”. For example it was known that Uighur ruler Bogu kaghan adopted Manichaeism 
in 762, it was officially established as religion of Uighurs. Christianity existed in the East Turkestan territory during 
the third to sixth and seventh centuries. There have been found a large Christian Church in Taraz. Also there were 
Christian inscriptions in Syriac and Sogdian languages. However it is very important fact that in spite the fact of 
spread of those religions in the southern part of current Kazakhstan, in Mongolia and Northern part of current 
Kazakhstan was prevailing Tangrism. Litvinsky wrote about this: “The beliefs of the ancient Turkic and Mongol 
peoples belong to a completely different religious and mythological system”. First time this belief was mentioned in 
Chinese sources in the 4th century of B.C. as the proto-Turkic religion of Hunnas. And it seems that this religion was 
main religion for a long period till the Arab conquest and spread of Islamic religion. This can be explained with the 
fact that southern part of current Kazakhstan was the centre of trade between the West and the East. Sogdian traders 
who were like holders of different cultures influenced the spread of different cultural backgrounds. Also unlike 
Northern parts, southern part had agricultural way of life and it was easier to spread their religion. So it can be said 
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that to some extent their way of life was urbane than the northern parts. Along with it was geographically closer to 
India, Iran and other southern European countries than northern parts. Being influenced by those cultures, it had also 
learnt to systematic writing and initial scientific backgrounds. Whereas the northern part of current Kazakhstan had 
absolutely different style of life. Climate in the northern part was more severe and nomadic way of life made 
difficult for missionaries to spread their religion amongst them. Also northern part did not have urbane style of life. 
Hence there were not cities and settlements where missionaries could spread their religion fundamentally. However, 
we cannot totally neglect the interaction of religions which happened in that part much slower than in the southern 
part. As such we can notice that in the Northern part any religion was different from southern part. By this we mean 
that “for example in the case of the spread of Buddhism, Manichenism and Christianity among the Turkis and 
Uighurs, whose shamanistic remained, to a greater or lesser degree, the substratum of their spiritual concepts” (ibid. 
p. 431). Even today when Islamic is the main religion in Kazakhstan, one can find traces of shamanism, 
Zoroastrianism, Tangrism in the daily life of Kazakhs. Hence it is difficult to say exact time when Tangrism became 
non-active religion, since some elements of this belief are still in use in synthesis of Islamic traditions. Islam. Spread 
of Islam in the territory of Kazakhstan began with the battle near Talas river where Arabs defeated Chinese. In spite 
the fact that after conversion to Islam all other religion’s influences waned, the Islamic religion in the Central Asia 
had features of different religions synthesis which co-existed for a long time before Islamic religion. Concluding 
above mentioned we can have following data in brief Buddhism: final centuries of B.C. to the 10th centuries 
Tangrism: 4th century B.C. to c.8th centuries.  Zoroastrianism: 2-7 centurie Manichaeism: form 3rd to 10th and 11th 
centuries Nestorian: during 3rd to 6th and 7th centuries Islam: from 750 till now. 
From that list we can see that Tangrism had much earlier and mythological, cosmic understanding of world 
construction. It is no doubt, that later it was influenced with other religions and included elements of above 
mentioned beliefs, but it could save its dominance amongst nomadic tribes and get to us through the ages. 
Concerning European religion, it is much easier to trace the process of religious belief, since the main religion in 
Europe was Christianity. Before coming to Christianity in Europe was spread polytheistic (Ancient Greek religion, 
Ancient Roman religion, Finnish paganism, Celtic polytheism, Germanic paganism, etc.) religions. However 
Christianity began spreading in Europe from the 1st century. Hence there we do not face such diversity in religion as 




   It seems to be that mythology had to be considered before religion. However, in order not to mix it with 
religious beliefs and to be able to trace the process of transformation from mythical world perception to religious 
one, we decided that it is better if we can give information about it after giving general knowledge about religious 
conditions of those regions. Considering mythology as cultural basis of a nation is very important, because it gives 
general information world construction understanding of definite ethnos believes before coming to religion. 
Concerning Turkic mythology we will refer to Tangrism as the oldest and the most popular amongst Turks.  
Concerning European mythology we can face some difficulties since, Europe and English mythical folklore was 
highly influenced by Christianity (Simpson, 1987) and Tokarev (1998) underlined that due to Early Christianity 
most creation myths, aetiological legends and foundation legends had been lost. She writes: “…no doubt because 
Christianity insisted upon the Biblical accounts of God the sole Creator. The Bible was indeed fully accepted”. She 
also pointed that: “at some epochs, church authorities (whether Catholic or Protestant) denounce folk ‘superstitions’ 
and accuse folk festivals of encouraging drinkness and sexuality. However, we cannot say that mythology is totally 
lost. Most of them were in use in synthesis with Christianity. However, we will try to use the general European and 
especially English folklore to find out traces of the initial foundation world perception peculiarities, hoping to find 





Further analysis of number symbolism which is not covered in this article have showed that due to mythological 
and religious background of European and Turkic cultures number perception is different in different cultures. As it 
was shown Turkic culture is the synthesis of different religions and cultures, hence Turkic culture has wider and 
richer concepts with numbers rather than European culture. In Western culture the main factor of establishing 
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number concept was Christianity and the basis for Christianity was the ancient Greek philosophy. Hence number 
concepts in western culture has more pragmatic and somewhat scientific basis for number believes. This makes easy 
to analyze them and trace their formation. In Turkic culture it has diverse origins and sometimes it is difficult to find 
out why this or that concept was based. However this fact makes number symbolism in Turkic culture more 
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